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H ighly portable recorders hold a lasting 
fascination. Leaving aside the utilitarian 
aspects for a moment, there is all the 
romance of cold war spy covert 

recording. Throw solid-state recording into the 
mix, science-fiction when I had my first 
recorder, and it is not hard to see why 
small and relatively cheap devices 
are popping up everywhere. But 
there is an optimum size for 
such a device — too small 
and it becomes difficult 
to operate, too big 
and you leave it at 
home.

T a s c a m ’ s 
UK£210 (plus VAT) 
DR-1 has the size 
issue beaten. Just 
about small enough 
for a capacious pocket 
and plenty big enough 
to provide a generous 
selection of sockets and a decent 
user interface. The LCD screen is 
monochrome orange when lit. Tiny 
silicon rubber feet on the back give some 
isolation when the unit is placed on a table, 
evidencing thoughtful design. The DR-1 feels pretty 
robust and the only question mark is over the SD card/
USB door which will not tolerate heavy handling.

Power is provided by an 1800mAh lithium-
ion battery pack that is recharged via USB or an 
external 5V DC supply (not included). I prefer to see 
standard pen cells in these applications but I found 
that the battery supplied gives around three hours 
continuous use with WAV recording or a claimed 
7 hours of MP3 recording. Extra batteries can be 
obtained if you are contemplating more extensive 
use away from the mains.

SD cards of between 64Mb and 2Gb are supported 
along with the higher capacity 4-32Gb SD HC cards. 
As with other flash memory, all SD cards are not 
created equal and the Tascam website offers a list of 
tested and approved examples.

The DR-1 records at 44.1/48kHz sampling rates 
in 16- or 24-bit WAV files or to MP3 files from 
32–320kbps. VBR MP3 files are supported for 
playback only. The unit is powered on or off by 
pressing and holding a small button on the left side 
for three seconds or so. A sliding Hold lock switch 
next to the power button prevents inadvertent 
powering up in transit or interruption to a recording. 
Also on this side are the door to the SD card and 
USB socket compartment and a standard DC power 
socket. The right-hand side has Output Volume and 
Mix Balance plus and minus buttons, the Setting 
button, mic input level pot (the line input is fixed and 
line inputs must therefore be adjusted at source), and 
the headphones/line out 3.5mm jack. The Setting 
button opens the Input Setting Screen where you can 
select the input, change Int/Mic1 in settings and turn 
the Monitor On or Off.

At the top of the unit the built-in microphones can 

be rotated 
using a 

metal bar to 
a c c o m m o d a t e 

recording with the 
unit flat on a table 

or held vertically, or 
anywhere in between for 

that matter. Line in and Mic1 
3.5mm stereo jacks sit on the 

end between the mics. At the other 
end the Mic2 ¼-inch mono jack enables 

convenient connection of, for example, a 
stick mic for interviews. However, there is not a lot of 
gain available on the external inputs so you need to 
choose the mics carefully to keep the hiss in check.

The screen is a decent size and manages to impart 
a lot of information without becoming too cluttered, 
although I would have liked to see some numbers on 
the meter scale. To the right two LEDs indicate Peak 
and Battery Charging. The Menu button does what it 
says while the Stop/Home button works as expected 
in menus and Record but only pauses in playback. 
Loop repeats a section of a recording ad infinitum 
between in and out points set with the I-O button. The 
|<< button jumps to the beginning of the current file 
and to the previous file if already at the start and the 
>>| button jumps to the next file.

PB Control can be a mite dangerous in certain 
circumstances because a quick press invokes the 
playback speed/pitch change set in the Playback 
Control screen, which a longer press accesses. Here 
you can set speed or pitch variation. A long press on 
the Fx button takes you to the effects set-up screen 
while a short press toggles the currently selected effect 
on or off. Effects include a variety of Reverb presets, 
Emphasis, which is just treble boost, Detune, Autopan 
and Lo-Fi. I remain to be convinced that effects add 
any real value to this type of device and although the 
reverb is OKish I wouldn’t contemplate using any of 
them for anything serious.

Rec/Pause is the biggest button on the panel and 
a single press activates record standby so you can set 
levels. A second press initiates recording proper and a 
third pauses. Below this lies a rather nice data Wheel 
with a button in the middle. When a setting screen is 
open, the Wheel is used to change the setting of the 

selected item. When the Home Screen is open, the 
Wheel can be used to adjust the file playback position. 
Similarly, when the Home Screen is displayed and 
playback is stopped, the button initiates or pauses 
playback. In a setting screen it is used to confirm 
selections, advance a level in a menu, and answer 
‘Yes’ to a confirmation message.

A 40, 80 or 120Hz filter can be applied to the 
Mic1/internal inputs and automatic level control or 

limiting is available. For musicians on the move 
there are Overdub, Monitoring, Metronome, 

Tuner and oscillator functions.
I used the DR-1 to record some 

outdoor effects with the internal mics 
and unsurprisingly found that wind 

noise is a problem, but not insuperable 
with a little ingenuity. I also used it 

as a backup recorder when filming a 
performance of Toad of Toad Hall. This 

highlighted one omission; there is no tripod 
screw receptacle as standard. Fortunately there 

was a suitable flat surface. Despite the extremely 
wide dynamic range the compromise record level I 
chose worked very well with the limiter to give results 
with no distortion and no noticeable noise.

In a crowded market, the DR-1 certainly deserves 
consideration. The internal mics are not bad and 
connectivity is good. SD cards are the current way to 
go and the recording quality belies the price. n

Tascam DR-1
Joining an increasingly crowded market comes Tascam’s latest 

contender for the small and perfectly formed. ROB JAMES 

feels strangely drawn…

Contact
tasCaM, JaPan:
website: www.tascam.co.uk

PRos nice 
balance 
of features 
and size; 
good real-world 
recording performance; 
comparatively simple to use.

non standard size battery; sd/usb door 
is fragile; at the price, not much else

tascam offers an accessory kit, the 
uK£38 plus vat aK-dR1 that addresses 
the mounting and wind noise issues 
by adding a desktop tripod mic stand 
with swivel joint, a snap on cradle clip 
that includes a mic stand adapter, and a 
windscreen.
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